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anger. It is full of palpable mistakes (to use a mild word),
no doubt unconscious. But I am not concerned witiPthe
intemperance of language. In the fierce heat of battle un-
known before, the wonder is that the intemperance one sees
sometimes is not much greater than it is.
Here is the cream of the heavy indictment:
"We have often expressed our view about the fundamental
immorality and contradictory character of the doctrine. Non-
co-operation is a method of war and not of peace... .It carries
with it a pretentious claim to spiritual value which involves sancti-
monious insincerities and mass hypocrisy masking intensified
hatreds,..,A nation which accepted this doctrine would doom
itself to slavery/9
This is all contrary to the history of our ..own times in
India. I claim that there is nothing immoral in non-
violent non-co-operation. Violent resistance is itself non-
co-operation, and it is immoral because of its violence. It
becomes moral when it is non-violent. Non-co-operation
with evil is a sacred duty. It is essentially spiritual because
of its non-violent character. The adjectives used by the
writer would be deserved, if it was non-violent in name only.
For the present argument I must take the genuine article.
Now for the facts. Non-violent non-co-operation, however
imperfect it was, has redeemed India at least somewhat
from the slavery under which she was groaning. It has raised
India from the slough of despond, and has brought her
prestige which nothing else could have. I make bold to
say that, if the non-violence offered had been not adulterat-
ed, its effect would have been still more visible. My great-
est claim, however, is that it is this despised non-violent
resistance which hitherto saved India from anarchy and
red ruin. It is not yet entirely saved. If it is to be saved, it
will only be by the non-violent method. I invite The States-
man writer to test the truth of my statement. He will have
many infallible proofs in its support. A dispassionate study
will enable him to serve both Britain and India.
On the way to Simla, 25-9-'4O
Harijm, 29-9-1940

